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In the present note we give a simple proof of a result of von Neu-

mann [3 ] using only the elementary theory of Banach algebras.

Theorem. In the space L°°(i?) of iequivalence classes of) bounded

Lebesgue measureable function on the real axis, it is possible to choose

representative functions /*(x) in each equivalence class f in such a way

that for any elements f and g of the space and any scalar s a and ß

(«/ + ßg)*{x) = af*ix) + ßg*ix)

and

ifg)*ix) = f*ix)g*ix).

Such determinations of representatives have been studied by A.

and C. Ionescu Tulcea [2] who call them liftings of LM(i?). The

theorem of von Neumann has been extended to general finite measure

spaces by D. Maharam [l].

Since LmiR) is a commutative Banach algebra, it is clear that a

lifting assigns to every real x a multiplicative linear functional, viz.

Fxif) =/*(x). The null space of this functional is necessarily a maxi-

mal ideal, and since a neighborhood of the unit element consists ex-

clusively of invertible elements, that ideal is not dense, and is there-

fore closed. Thus the multiplicative linear functional is continuous,

and the lifting can be written

(i) f*ix) = Km,)

where / is the Fourier-Gelfand transform of / and Mx the maximal

ideal corresponding to x. On the other hand, if a mapping x—*MX

of the real axis into the space of maximal ideals is given, then (1) de-

scribes a lifting if and only if for every/ the function/*(x) belongs to

the equivalence class /. We will show the existence of a mapping

having this property.

Let e be an arbitrary idempotent in LxiR), i.e. an element for

which e2 = e. We assign a support E to e as follows : the equivalence
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class e contains a characteristic function of a measurable set S, and

we let E be the set of points of density of the set S. This definition of

the support E is independent of the particular choice of the char-

acteristic function in e; in fact, E could also have been defined as the

set of points x where the function Jüe(t)dt has the derivative +1, e(t)

being any function in the equivalence class e. It is important to re-

mark that if ei and e2 are two idempotents, with supports Ei and E2

respectively, then any point x in EiC\E2 is in the support of the

product e\e2, which therefore is not zero.

Given a real x, consider <5X, the family of all idempotents for which

x is in the support; in view of the previous remark 5X is closed under

multiplication. Passing to the Fourier-Gelfand transforms, we ob-

tain a family of closed subsets of the compact space of maximal ideals,

viz. the family of sets t(M) =1 ase runs through iFx. This family of

sets has the finite intersection property, hence there exists at least

one point Mx such that e(Mx) = 1 for all e in Sx. If to each x we assign

such an Mx we find for every idempotent e that e*(x) = ê(Mx) is a

characteristic function of a set containing the support E of e. Similarly

(l—e)*(x) = l—e*(x) is the characteristic function of the comple-

mentary set which contains the support of 1—e. Since the two sup-

ports cover the axis, save for a set of measure 0, it follows that e*(x)

is in the equivalence class e.

If / is a finite linear combination of idempotents we have

/(*)   =   (   S  a*e* )   (*)   =   S akek(x)

which is evidently a bounded measurable function in the equivalence

class of/. Since the class of such functions is dense in LX(R), it follows

that (1) defines a lifting of LX(R).
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